This paper presents a method of linking and creating bilingual sense correspondences between English and Japanese noun word dictionaries. Locally, we extracted bilingual noun words using sentence-based similarity. Globally, for each monolingual dictionary, we identified domain-specific senses using a textual corpus with category information. We incorporated these, i.e., we assigned a sense to each noun word of the extracted bilingual words keeping domain (category) consistency. Evaluation on the WordNet 3.0 and EDR Japanese dictionaries using Reuters and Mainichi Japanese newspaper corpora showed 23.1% improvement of bilingual noun word extraction over the baseline with local data view only. Moreover, we found that the extracted bilingual noun senses can be used as a lexical resource for the machine translation.
INTRODUCTION
There has long been a great deal of interest in retrieval of bilingual lexicons with the availability of a number of large-scale corpora. The extracted bilingual lexicon is widely used for cross-lingual NLP applications, such as machine translation (MT), cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR), multilingual topic tracking, text classification and summarization. Much of the previous work on finding bilingual lexicons has focused on word correspondence, rather than meaning. Interpretation of whether the extracted bilingual lexicon is correct relies on human intervention. For example, in most cases, we can accept a pair of English word "president" and Japanese word "大統領" as a bilingual lexicon, while the noun "president" has at least six different senses in WordNet, and "大統領" has two senses in the EDR dictionary.
In this paper, we propose a method for bilingual noun word sense correspondence. We focused on manually constructed monolingual dictionaries in different languages because dictionaries such as WordNet (Miller et al., 1990; Miller, 1995) , ACQUILEX (Briscoe, 1991) , COMLEX (Grishman et al., 1994) , and EDR Japanese dictionaries 1 are fine-grained and they are successfully utilized not only for NLP but also for NLP applications. We used them to make up the deficit of corpus statistics obtained from com-1 www2.nict.go.jp/ipp/EDR/ENG/indexTop.html parable corpora. We identified bilingual noun word senses based on local and global data views. Here, local data view indicates relevance between English and Japanese sentences. We extracted bilingual noun words by applying sentence-based similarity.
Global data view refers to domain/category information. The assumption behind this is that predominant sense of a word can depend on the domain or source of a document (Gale et al., 1992; McCarthy et al., 2007) . We identified domain-specific senses using a corpus with category information. This method first identifies each sense of a word in the dictionary to its corresponding category. For each category, we created a graph, where each node refers to each sense of a word, and edges between nodes indicate similarity between two nodes. We applied a Markov Random Walk (MRW) model to the graph and ranked scores for each sense. Finally, we incorporated the local and global information, i.e., we assigned a domainspecific sense to each noun word of the extracted bilingual words maintaining domain/category consistency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes our approach, especially local and global data views. Section 3 reports some experiments with a discussion of evaluation. Finally, we summarize existing related work and conclude in Section 5. 
greater than zero. The χ 2 statistic measures the lack of independence between w J and w E , and can be compared to the χ 2 distribution with one degree of freedom to judge extremeness (Yang and Pedersen, 1997) . It is defined by:
a, b, c, and d in Eq. (2) are shown in Table 1 . f (x, y) in Table 1 refers to the co-occurrence frequencies of x and y on the Japanese and English sides, respectively. Next, for each w J and w E pair, we apply sentence level similarity given by:
where
Set J and Set E are sets of sentences that include w J and w E , respectively; |X| is the number of noun words in a sentence X; | S w J ∩ S mt w E | refers to the number of noun words that appear in both S w J and S mt w E ; and S mt w E is the translation result of S w E . The larger value of sim(S w J , S w E ) indicates the more similar these two sentences S w J and S w E . As shown in Eq. (4), we retrieved w J and w E as the BN word such that the similarity between w J and w E ∈ BP(w J ) are the largest value. Here, BP(w J ) is a set of BN word pairs, each of which includes w J on the Japanese side.
Global Data View
The second step is to identify domain-specific senses for each noun word. Globally, we used bilingual category/domain correspondences, Reuters and Mainichi categories. The process is applied independently to the English (WordNet) and Japanese (EDR) dictionaries. We used the MRW model to ranking the senses. For each Reuters category c E and Mainichi category c J such as "sports" and "economy" assigned to the Reuters (Mainichi) documents, we created a Graph G = (S, E) that reflects the relationships between senses in a set S. S refers to a set of noun word senses in the Reuters (Mainichi) documents assigned to the category c E (c J ). Each sense s i ∈ S is represented by a vector. Each dimension of a vector corresponds to each word appearing in syn ∪ gloss, where syn indicates a synset and gloss refers to a gloss text in a dictionary. Each element of a dimension is a frequency count of the word in syn ∪ gloss. E is a set of edges, which is a subset of S * S. Each edge e i j ∈ E is associated with an affinity weight aw(i → j). We used two affinity types between i and j. Directed relation is a hyponym relation, and undirected relation is a synonym relation. The weight is computed using the standard cosine measure between two senses. The transition probability from s i to s j is then defined by normalizing the corresponding affinity weight:
We used the row-normalized matrix U = (U i j ) |S| * |S| to describe G with each sense corresponding to the transition probability, where
To make U a stochastic matrix, the rows with all zero elements are replaced by a smoothing vector with all elements set to 1 |S| . The matrix form of the saliency score Score(s i ) can be formulated in a recursive form as in the MRW model:
|S| e, where λ = [Score(s i )] |S| * 1 is a vector of saliency score for the senses. e is a column vector with all elements equal to 1. µ is a damping factor. We set µ to 0.85, as in the PageRank (Brin and Pagee, 1998) . The final asymmetric transition matrix M is given by:
Each sense score in a specific category is obtained by the principal eigenvector of the new transition matrix M. We applied the algorithm for each category. 3 For implementation, we used the Eigen library. 4 We chose a vector with the largest eigenvalues. We normalized a vector, and obtained rank scores of senses.
Bilingual Sense Correspondence
The final step is to retrieve BNSs using both results obtained by local and global data views. Let w J ,w E 3 The principal eigenvector is obtained by the power method and inverse iteration method.
4 http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/index.php?title=Main Page ∈ Set {w J ,w E } be a pair of nouns obtained by the BN word extraction procedure where w J has the number of m senses w J s i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and w E has the n senses w E s j (1 ≤ j ≤ n), respectively. We retrieved BNS pair w J s i and w E s j :
We recall that the corpora used to identify domainspecific senses are Reuters and Mainichi documents, each of which has different categories. Therefore, we estimated the category correspondence according to the χ 2 (c J , c E ) statistics shown in Eq. (2). In Eq. (2), we simply replaced w J by c J and w E by c E as each document of relevant document pairs has category information. The subscript (c J ,c E ) of w J s i , w E s j (c J ,c E ) in formula (7) refers to the result of category correspondence between Reuters and Mainichi obtained by Eq. (2). Set c J and Set c E show ranked sense lists for c J , and c E , respectively, obtained by the MRW model. RNN is the so-called Reciprocal Nearest Neighbors in that two noun senses are each other's most similar noun (Hindle, 1990) .
EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated each of the three procedures in the experiments, (1) BN extraction by using the results of relevant documents retrieval, (2) retrieving domain specific senses, and (3) BNS correspondences.
Local Data View
In this subsection, we report the results of BN extraction.
Experimental Setup
We used Reuters'96 and Mainichi Japanese newspaper corpora from 20 August 1996 to 19 August 1997. The Reuters'96 corpus consists of 806,792 documents organized into three types of coarse-grained categories, i.e., topic, industry, and region. Each consists of 126, 870, and 366 categories. The Mainichi corpus consists of 119,051 documents organized into 16 categories. The difference in dates between Reuters and Mainichi documents is less than ±3 days, e.g., when the date of the Reuters document is 27 August, the corresponding Mainichi data is from 24 to 30 August. We set a small date difference because if some event occurred at some specific time period, the press of all countries report it on one of these days. We used English-Japanese MT software (Internet HonyakunoOusama for Linux, Ver.5, IBM Corp.). Each Reuters document was translated into a Japanese document, and BM25 was applied. The training data for choosing the lower bound L θ were Reuters 20 August 1996 and Mainichi from 17 to 23 August 1996. The total number of English and Japanese documents collected were 2,586 and 2,137, respectively, and the number of relevant documents collected manually for evaluation was 157. The classification was determined to be correct if the two human judges agreed on the evaluation. We used the F-score for evaluation of relevant document retrieval, which is a measure that balances precision (Prec) and recall (Rec). Let cSet be a set of correct document pairs. The definitions of Prec and Rec are given by:
The best performance of F-score was 0.564 when the L θ value was 150. We used the value (L θ = 150) to extract BN word pairs. We used one year of Reuters and Mainichi documents except for the training data that were used to estimate L θ values. The difference in dates between them was less than ±3 days.
Results
The results of BN words extraction are shown in Table  2 . We compared the results obtained by our method, "Docs & Sent" with the results obtained by only applying χ 2 statistics to the results of relevant documents, "Docs" to examine how the sentence-based retrieval influences the performance. "Pairs" in Table 2 shows the number of bilingual document pairs. "Eng" and "Jap" show the numbers of Reuters and Mainichi documents within the pairs satisfying the similarity lower bound L θ = 150, respectively. "# of nouns" shows the number of correct BN in the topmost 1,000 according to the χ 2 statistics (Docs) and sentence-based similarity (Docs & Sent). As shown in Table 2 , sentence-based retrieval contributed to a reduction in the number of useless BN words without a decrease in accuracy, as about 67% (115,918/172,895) of the size obtained by "Docs" was retrieved, while about 2.03 (329/162) times the number of correct BN words were obtained in the topmost 1,000 nouns. "IRS" (Inverse Rank Score) is a measure of system performance by considering the rank of correct BN words within the candidate nouns; it is the sum of the inverse rank of each matching noun, e.g., correct BN words by manual evaluation matches at ranks 2 and 4 give an IRS of 1 2 + 1 4 = 0.75. A higher IRS value indicates better system performance. Table  2 shows that sentence-based retrieval also contributes to ranking performance compared with the results obtained by applying χ 2 statistics only.
The Global Data View
Secondly, we report the results of retrieving domain specific senses from the WordNet and EDR dictionaries.
WordNet 3.0
We assigned the Reuters categories to each sense of words in WordNet. We selected 38 Reuters categories, each of which is assigned to more than 80,000 documents. For each category, we collected noun words with frequencies ≥ 5 within a document from the one-year Reuters corpus. There are no existing sense-tagged data for Reuters categories that could be used for evaluation. Therefore, we selected a limited number of words and evaluated these words qualitatively. To do this, we used SFC resources (Magnini and Cavaglia, 2000) , which annotate WordNet 2.0 synsets with domain labels. We selected 4 categories that are easy to manually identify corresponding Reuters and SFC categories. Statistics of data and the results are shown in Table 3 . "Words" shows the number of different words with frequency ≥ 5 within a document assigned to the category shown in "Reu," and "Sense" shows their total number of senses. "SFC" refers to the number of senses appearing in the SFC resource. "DSS" (Domain-Specific Senses) is the number of senses assigned by our method. "DSS of the # of Correct S" shows the number of correct senses in the topmost 1,000, and "D&S" refers to the number of correct senses appearing in both DSS and SFC. As shown in Table 3 , the numbers of correct senses obtained by "DSS" and "D&S" did not exactly match. This is not surprising because our method used the Reuters corpus, while the SFC resource consists of 96% of the WordNet synsets, each of which is manually annotated using 115 different SFC. The IRS depends on the category, and the average IRS was 1.99. It is interesting to note that some senses of words that were obtained correctly by our approach did not appear in the SFC resource. For example, the words "shot" and "strike" in the Sport category, and "liberty" and "military hospital" in the war/military category were obtained by our approach but did not appear in the SFC. This is because we used WordNet 3.0, while SFC was based on WordNet 2.0. These observations clearly support the usefulness of our automated method.
In the WSD task, a first sense (FS) heuristic is often applied because of its power and lack of a requirement for expensive hand-annotated data sets (Cotton et al., 1998; McCarthy et al., 2007) . We compared the results obtained by DSS to those obtained by the FS heuristic. For each category, we randomly selected 10 words from the senses assigned by DSS, and selected 10 sentences from the documents belonging to each corresponding category. As a result, we tested 100 sentences for each category. Table 4 shows the results. "Sense" refers to the number of average senses per word. The average precision (Avg) of our method was 0.68, while the result obtained by the FS was 0.59.
EDR Dictionary
We assigned categories from Mainichi Japanese documents to each sense of words in the EDR Japanese word dictionary 5 . We selected 11 out of 16 categories, each of which had a sufficient number of documents. All documents were tagged by the morphological analyzer Chasen (Matsumoto et al., 2000) , and noun words were extracted. We choose three categories for which it is easy to manually create correct data. Table 5 shows the statistics of the data and the results of assignment. "Cor" shows the number of senses assigned by our approach correctly in the topmost 1,000 senses. The average IRS obtained by the EDR was 4.93 and Reuters was 1.99. This is reasonable as the assignment task using EDR is easy compared to WordNet, i.e., the average number of senses per word of the former is 1.93, while that of the latter is 3.31. In the WSD task, we randomly selected 30 words from the senses assigned by DSS. For each word, we selected 10 sentences from the documents belonging to each corresponding category. The FS in the EDR is determined based on the EDR corpus. Table 6 shows the results. As can be seen in Table 6 , DSS was also better than the FS heuristics in Japanese data. The overall performance for the FS (0.57) was not better, similar to the case for the English data (0.59), while the number of senses per word in the Japanese resource was smaller than that in WordNet. There were many senses that did not occur in the EDR corpus, i.e., 
Bilingual Sense Correspondence
Finally, we evaluated the performance of BNS correspondences.
Experimental Setup
The data for BNS correspondence were the Reuters and Mainichi corpora from the same period, i.e., 20 August 1996 to 19 August 1997. The total numbers of documents were 806,791, and 119,822, respectively. Locally, we extracted BN words using sentence-based similarity. We retrieved crosslingually relevant Japanese documents with English documents. The difference in dates between them was less than ±3 days. We used these documents to extract BN words. Globally, we assigned domainspecific senses for each of the 38 categories for WordNet 3.0 and 11 categories for EDR. We estimated category correspondences, and retrieved BNSs according to their correspondences. We obtained 92 category correspondences in all with χ 2 values larger than zero. From these data, we extracted BNSs. Table 7 shows the results of BNS correspondences. "Local" indicates the results using only sentencebased similarity, and "Local & Global" shows the results obtained by our method. "# of Correct ext." refers to the number of correct extractions within the topmost 1,000, and "RNN" shows the number of correct extractions by applying RNN. "BN" refers to the number of BN words, and "BNS" is their senses. As can be clearly seen in Table 7 , the results with integration of local and global data views improved overall performance of BN word extraction compared to local data only because 10.8% (437−329)/1,000 improvement within the topmost 1,000, and 23.1% (679−431)/1,071 improvement with RNN. We obtained 312 BNSs within the topmost 1,000, although bilingual sense correspondence is a difficult task. Moreover, RNN is effective for BNS correspondences. We obtained a total of 1,071 BNSs, which 580 were correct, while that without RNN was 312 within the topmost 1,000. Table 8 lists examples of BNSs for each category correspondence. (x, y) of the category pair refers to the Mainichi and Reuters category correspondence. "Cand" denotes the number of extracted word pairs, and "RNN" shows word pairs obtained by RNN. "Sense id" shows the sense and its order of appearance in each dictionary, WordNet and EDR. Table 8 shows that the first three senses of words, "guerrilla," "stock," and "par" corresponded correctly. However, "the act of killing someone" in the EDR was incorrectly identified by "killer" (person) in WordNet. Our approach for identifying BNSs is based on termbased corpus statistics. It will be necessary to investigate other types of lexicon, such as verb and subjective/objective noun collocations, for further improvement. Our method for category correspondence is very simple as it is based on the χ 2 statistics. Much of the previous work on text categorization indicated that hierarchical structure (e.g., MeSH, Yahoo!, LookSmart) improves the accuracy of text categorization, and it is worth attempting to use a hierarchical structure to determine corresponding categories with high accuracy. Finally, we compared the results of bilingual sense correspondences with a machine readable bilingual dictionary and two English-Japanese MT systems. We randomly choose 80 BNSs from 580 correct bilingual senses obtained by RNN. There were 40 different category pairs, and as shown in Table 9 , the number of different English and Japanese words were 20, and 32, respectively. Table 10 shows examples of BNSs and its corresponding category pairs.
Results
We choose titles of documents as a translation test data. Because they are short sentences, and hard to be affected by a syntactic analyzer in MT systems which enable to approximate a fair comparison. For each of the 80 BNS pairs, we created translation test data.
For example, in the word, "authority" of BNS pair (権威 01, authority 01) in Table 10 , we randomly selected 10 titles sentences including "authority" from the Reuters documents assigned to the category "in- dustrial". We translated these test data by using two MT systems 6 , and compared the translation result of "authority". We also compared the results obtained by our method with English-Japanese dictionary, Eijirou on the WEB 7 . In the English-Japanese dictionary, we used the first-sense heuristic (choosing the first sense of a word). The comparative results are shown in Table 11.
As we can see from Table 11 that the results obtained by RNN was 70.3%, and it was better to the results obtained by bilingual dictionary (41.2%), and slightly better to the results obtained by SYSTRANet (68.8%). Moreover, it works well compared to the Honyakuno-Ousama (MT) that we used in the process of BN word extraction as local data view. It can be observed from these results that the extracted BNSs can be used as a lexical resource for MT system.
RELATED WORK
Our approach to link bilingual word senses in dictionaries can be regarded as a type of ontology alignment. The earliest such attempts were Chimaera (McGuinness et al., 2000) and PROMPT (Noy and Musen, 2000) . Suchanek et al. developed an ontology alignment system called PARIS which relies on instance overlap-based cues to align instances, categories, and relations from two knowledge bases. They reported that the method is effective, although it remains insufficient to align ontologies that share few or no data entries in common. Wijaya et al. focused on the problem, and presented a method of aligning ontologies called PIDGIN that employs a very large natural language text as interlingua and graph-based self-supervised learning (Wijaya et al., 2013) . The use of corpora is similar to our method, although the target of integration is quite different, i.e., PIDGIN aimed at relation and category alignment, while our method aligned noun word senses.
In the context of bilingual lexicon extraction, much of the previous work used comparable corpora. One attempt involved directly retrieving bilin-gual lexicons from corpora (Fung and Cheung, 2004; Gaussier et al., 2004) . The alternative approach consists of two steps: first, cross-lingual relevant documents are retrieved from comparable corpora, and then bilingual term correspondences within these relevant documents are estimated. Much of the previous work in finding relevant documents used MT systems or existing bilingual lexicons to translate one language into another (Utsuro et al., 2003) . Document pairs are then retrieved based on document similarity. Another approach to retrieving relevant documents involves the collection of relevant document URLs from the WWW (Resnik and Smith, 2003) . Munteanu et al. proposed a method for extracting parallel sub-sentential fragments from very non-parallel bilingual corpora (Munteanu and Marcu, 2006) . All of these methods successfully extracted bilingual lexicons but they ignored the meanings of words. One attempt to deal with the meaning of words is Kusner et al.'s method (Kusner et al., 2015) . They presented the Word Mover's Distance (WMD) between text documents by utilizing word2vec embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Mikolov et al., 2013b) . Word2vec learns a vector representation for each word using a neural network architecture consisting of three layers, i.e. an input layer, a projecting layer, and an output layer to predict nearby words.
There also has been a lot of work where bilingual word vectors are induced using parallel corpora (Brown et al., 1993; Haghighi et al., 2008; Dyer et al., 2013; Kocisky et al., 2014) . Dyer et al. presented an alignment model called FASTALIGN model which uses an alignment distribution defined by a single parameter that measures how close the alignment is to the diagonal (Dyer et al., 2013) . Blunsem et al. extended Dyer et al.'s model for learning bilingual word representations. They marginalize out the alignments which enable to capture more bilingual semantic context (Kocisky et al., 2014) . Gouws et al. proposed a simple and computationally efficient model called BioBOWA (Bilingual Bag-of-Words without Alignments) for learning bilingual distributed representations of words which can scale to large monolingual datasets, and does not require word-aligned parallel training data (Gouws et al., 2015) . The method requires monolingual data which trains directly, and extracts a bilingual signal from a smaller set of raw-text sentence-aligned data. They evaluated the induced cross-lingual embeddings on the two tasks, i.e. document classification and lexical translation task, and the results showed that the method outperforms current state-of-the-art methods, especially it contributes to reduce computational cost.
In the context of domain-specific senses of a word, Magnini et al. presented a lexical resource where WordNet 2.0 synsets were annotated with Subject Field Codes (SFC) by a procedure that exploits the WordNet structure (Magnini and Cavaglia, 2000; Bentivogli et al., 2004) . 96% of the WordNet synsets of the noun hierarchy could have been annotated using 115 different SFC, while identification of the domain labels for senses required a considerable amount of hand-labeling. McCarthy et al. presented a method to find domain-specific predominant noun senses automatically using a thesaurus acquired from raw textual corpora and the WordNet similarity package (McCarthy et al., 2007) . They tested two domains, "Sports" and "Finance." indent To our knowledge, there have been only a few previous work on bilingual sense extraction (Plous and Ji, 2003) . One approach is word translation disambiguation presented by Li et al. (Li and Li, 2004) . Their method is based on one-to-many sense mapping. They used a machine learning technique that repeatedly constructs classifiers in the two languages in parallel. They reported that the approach significantly outperformed existing methods using two nouns (Pedersen, 2000) , and seven of the twelve English words studied in WSD research by (Yarowsky, 1995) . Their method requires a small number of sense-tagged training data in both of the two languages, while our method requires documents assigned to categories and a dictionary with gloss text which unfortunately hinders a direct and fair comparison between their system and ours. Our method has three novel aspects. First, we propose a method to integrate different data views to improve the quality of bilingual sense correspondence. Second, from the perspective of existing knowledgebased integration, we propose a method for corresponding senses between two monolingual dictionaries via many-to-many sense mapping. Finally, from the perspective of robustness, the method is automated, and requires only documents assigned to domains/categories and a dictionary with gloss text. It can be applied easily to a new domain, sense inventory, or different languages given sufficient documents.
CONCLUSION
We have developed an approach for linking and creating bilingual sense correspondences by combining local and global data views. Future work will include: (i) investigating other types of lexicon for further improvement, (ii) extending the method to use hierarchical structures of categories for category correspondence, (iii) retrieving other parts of speech word senses, and (iv) evaluation of the method using dictionaries other than English WordNet and Japanese EDR.
